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The first of our Executive Search International Debates 2001 took place in New
York on February 28th and you can find a full review of the debate in this
issue. Ethical issues in executive search were one of the many topics that

were raised. Christopher Clarke, President, Boyden Global Executive Search,
carried out an 'ethics check' and asked the US delegates: 

How many of us here would do a search for Marc Rich, the controversially
pardoned fugitive from American Justice? 
What about Michael Milkin, who served his sentence but was pardoned? 
What about finding a US CEO for the Medellin Drugs Cartel?
How many would or have worked for tobacco firms?
How about an animal testing laboratory?
Would you search for a CEO for a perfectly legal bordello in Australia?

Few American hands were raised to each of these questions. Marc Rich now lives
in Switzerland where apparently, his image has changed to 'law abiding' and
where he is considered to be a philanthropist. What are your thoughts ? 
Enjoy search-consult. 

Letter

Dear Editor

I agree to what you said on the 'public/private' debate (search-editor, March 2001) but

I would like to add that it is usually the young partners/performers who are supposed

to 'make' the old partners, i.e. those in the fall of their careers rich.

I doubt whether good performers are willing to pay this (US)$200,000 extra annually

for the benefit of working for a high profile company but tend to migrate to private

firms which do not require these monies. The fact that you have to go to the capital

markets so that you can afford to keep or build up the necessary worldwide network

and research - that's just public relations' nonsense.

If you plan to do something on the interim management market (we are just

completing a study on how demand has shifted in Germany from restructuring

business to new fields of demand), I propose the subject to be: 'Interim Management,

is it better provided by interim management stand alone companies or by firms who

are associated with executive search firms?'

L. Heuse

Ludwig Heuse GmbH

Send your letters to: editorial@search-consult.com

COMING UP IN THE NEXT ISSUE:

Interviews with Jeff Christian, Chairman
& CEO, Christian & Timbers

Gerard Clery-Melin, CEO, Whitehead
Mann Group

Dr. Gernot Muller and Werner Scwab,
Managing Partners, Ray & Berndtson,
Frankfurt
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Tell us your news e-mail: editorial@search-consult.com

K O R N / F E R R Y
INTERNATIONAL has
released record third
quarter figures. Revenues
grew 28.7% for the third
quarter of the fiscal year
ending April 30 2001
(Q3'2001) and 47% for the
nine months ended January
31, 2001. Growth was attrib-
uted to an increase in
assignments, consultants,
fees and revenue from
Futurestep.

The Executive Recruitment
division saw 19.6% growth

in the third quarter over the
previous year. Consultant
numbers rose dramatically
from 421 to 562.
Assignments for the quarter
totaled 2,009 up from 1,879.
Over the first nine months of
the financial year, the firm
had booked 6,623 positions,
an increase of around 20%.

Futurestep revenues for
the quarter increased from
$9.6m in Q3 2000 to $21.1
in Q3 2001. On January 31,
2001, the Futurestep
database held information
on 904,000 candidates.

Windle B. Priem,
President and CEO of
Korn/Ferry, claimed, "Our

revenue year-to-date is up
47% because of our unpar-
alleled range of revenue
streams from executive
recruitment, Futurestep and
JobDirect. We are the clear

leader in providing a full
range of customer service
offerings to meet our client's
needs."

Tell us your news e-mail: editorial@search-consult.com

JOSEPH GRIESEDIECK WILL
step aside as Managing Director
and CEO of Spencer Stuart in
May 2001 to return to full-time
client work. The Spencer Stuart
Board is in full accord with his
decision. Spencer Stuart's
nominating and succession
process is taking place between
now and the scheduled
partner's meeting in Charleston,
South Carolina, from May 7-11,
when his successor will be
elected. Mr. Griesedieck will
continue to run the firm until
May, working closely with the
Board to ensure a successful
transition. During Mr.
Griesedieck's five-year tenure,
Spencer Stuart has grown from

$166 million in annual revenues
to revenues of $365 million, a
gain of 120 percent. Spencer
Stuart has also hired 225 new
consultants, opened 16 offices
and launched an Internet
business, Spencer Stuart Talent
Network.

Mr. Griesedieck comments:
"When I was elected to serve a
second term by the Partners, I
committed to the development
of a new three-year strategy for
the firm. This strategy has been
mostly accomplished and its
elements are firmly in place.
Now, the focus for the next three
years should be on implementa-
tion including an ongoing effort
to develop our people to lead
and manage the business. “

ON FEBRUARY 13, 2001,
Heidrick & Struggles
International Inc. announced
spectacular record figures for
both revenue and earnings. Pat
Pittard, Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Office,
welcomed the figures: "It has
been a remarkable twelve
months of growth and expan-
sion, and we have outperformed
on practically every expectation.
We focused on quality execu-
tives in our core executive
search business and made
substantial progress in devel-
oping LeadersOnline."

In 2000, the firm confirmed
7,816 searches - an increase of
28%. Average fee per search
rose 4% to $73,500, while the
number of consultants rose to
510 - a 30% increase. This led
to an increase in revenues of
36% to $594,400,000.

LeadersOnline reported
revenue of $20,200,000 up from
$2,600,000 in the previous
year. Pre-tax loss also rose to
$12,900,000 from $5,200,000
in 1999. The unit, involved in
mid management recruitment,
confirmed 485 new searches, at
an average compensation level
of $135,900.

Mr. Pittard revealed that the
economic slowdown was
having an impact on revenues:

"January started slowly, but that
month seldom is an indication of
the quarter or the year. In terms
of earnings, our first quarter is
historically the smallest and we
are facing difficult comparisons
against last year's first quarter.
However, revenue is picking up
and our CEO searches remain
very active. While we don't
think we are immune to an
economic downturn, we do
believe that our core business
has some inherent natural
resistance because of the high-

end market we serve, as well as
our geographic and industry
practice diversification. In
addition, our cost structure has
some built in variability, which
mitigates some of the effects of a
downturn. We remain
cautiously optimistic about our
earnings prospects in 2001. As
the market leader in top- level
executive search, and given our
present financial strength, we
look at an economic downturn
as an opportunity."

Heidrick & Struggles

Korn/Ferry

Griesedieck Steps Aside as
MD of Spencer Stuart

CHRISTIAN & TIMBERS,
retained executive search firm,
and OffRoad Capital, an online
private securities marketplace,
have closed C&T Access
Ventures, a $44 million private
equity fund. The fund will be
managed by William Trainor
and will make co-investments
in high-growth technology

companies in industries
including broadband,
networking infrastructure,
security, software and wireless
communications. Investments
will be between $500,000 and
$2 million per company.

KEVIN L. KELLY, 
co-managing partner of the
Tokyo office of Heidricks &
Struggles International, Inc. has
been named "Headhunter of the
Year for Japan" by Finance
Intelligence Asia, a quarterly
magazine covering the financial
markets in the Pacific Rim
region. Mr. Kelly has also been
recognized by Asiamoney
magazine as one of the "Top
Headhunters of the Year."

Brian Sullivan, Managing
Partner of Global Financial

Services comments: "This recog-
nition - by two bellwether publi-
cations of the Asia Pacific region
- of Kevin Kelly's influence in
one of the world's most impor-
tant financial markets is particu-
larly gratifying to our firm."

Mr. Kelly joined Heidrick &
Struggles International in 1997
from another global executive
search firm. His focus areas
include investment banking,
asset management, fixed income
and equities. Prior to his career
in executive search, Mr. Kelly
spent five years in mortgage
banking.

Kevin Kelly of Heidricks
named Tokyo’s Top
Headhunter

Christian & Timbers and
OffRoad Capital Close $44
million Private Equity Fund

Korn/Ferry - Record Performance

 
TABLE: Heidrick & Struggles – Revenue Split 

Revenue 1999 2000 %Change 
Americas    
US $341,553,000 $256,394,000 33.2% 
Other  $21,858,000 $17,342,000 26% 
International    
Europe $176,431,000 $138,865,000 27.1% 
Asia Pacific  $34,361,000 $20,614,000 66.7% 
Total Executive Search  $574,203,000 $433,215,000 32.5% 
LeadersOnline 20,191,000 2,617,000 671.5% 
Total Company  $594,394,000 $435,832,000 36.4% 
 

Record Performances from the
Industry Leaders...

WHITEHEAD MANN
Group PLC has acquired The
Change Partnership Ltd for an
initial consideration of £4
million in its bid to build a
premier executive search and
human capital consultancy.
The Change Partnership
specializes in executive devel-
opment using coaching and
mentoring to assist in
improving an organization's
performance by developing its
senior executives.

The board of Whitehead
Mann intends to merge The
Change Partnership with its
own consultancy division to
provide a broad range of
executive assessment, evalua-
tion and development services
on a global basis.

Gerard Clery-Melin, Chief
Executive of Whitehead Mann
Group, said: "Whitehead Mann
has grown significantly during
the course of the last year
following the mergers with
GKR in the UK and Pendleton
James in the US. The group's
trading remains strong and the
acquisition of The Change
Partnership represents a
further important step in the
development of our human
capital management practice.
They are a natural fit for our
existing operations and are a
world leader in the field of
executive development. They
will allow us to assist the
boards of major organizations
in not only recruiting and
assessing management talent,
but also in developing that
talent."

Whitehead Mann Group
PLC Acquires The Change
Partnership

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS

KORN/FERRY INTERNATIONAL FIGURES 
(dollars in millions, except per share data) 
 
  Third Quarter   Year to Date  
 F Y’01 FY’00 Change FY’01 FY’00 Change 
Revenue $157.2 $122.1 $35.1 $504.4 $343.2 $161.2 
EBITDA  $21.9 $18.2 $3.7 $66.7 $45.0 $21.7 
Operating Profit $15.0 $14.4 $0.6 $47.1 $36.2 $10.9 
Net Income $6.9 $8.3 ($1.4)  $23.0 $20.4  $2.6 
Earnings per share $0.18 $0.22 ($0.04) $0.60 $0.55 $0.05 
 
EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT FIGURES 
(dollars in millions) 
 
  Third Quarter   Year to Date  
 F Y’01 FY’00 Change FY’01 FY’00 Change 
Revenue $134.6 $112.5 $22.1 $437.3 $323.3 $114.0 
EBITDA  $27.7 $22.8 $4.9 $92.4 $61.7 $30.7 
Operating Profit $22.9 $19.3 $3.6 $78.0 $53.5 $24.5 
Operating Margin 17.1% 17.2% (0.1%) 17.8% 16.6% 1.2% 
Earnings per share $0.30 $0.30 - $1.07 $0.82 $0.25 
Engagements 2,009 1,879 130 6,623 5,502 1,121 
Average Number of 
Consultants 

562 421 141 550 419 131 
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TMP WORLDWIDE INC.
has announced the acquisition of
affiliated legal recruitment
companies Gregory & Gregory
and Attorneys on Assignment
from Esquire Communications Ltd.
Both operations will be integrated
into TMP Worldwide's
eResourcing division, creating a
platform for expanding contract
and permanent legal recruiting

services in the US.
Founded in 1988, Gregory &

Gregory combined operations
with Attorneys on Assignment in
1998. The companies offer full
service legal employment
services to law firms and
corporate clients, providing
customized solutions such as
industry specialized attorneys or
entire project teams. The
companies place attorneys,
paralegals and legal support staff.

Gregory & Gregory Acquired
by TMP

Size
Jason Starr talks to Steve Potter, CEO, TMP Worldwide Executive Search

isn’t everything

TMP Worldwide is a colossal and
acquisitive business. Its advance
through the recruitment industry

has largely been financed by the
phenomenal success of its Monster.com
recruitment business from its roots in
Yellow Page advertising. TMP Worldwide
launched into the executive search arena
in 1998, and the top level search
business now accounts for around 14
percent of group revenues.

This may not seem to be a major
percentage, but put in the context of a
business with revenues of $1.3 billion for
2000 and a compound quarterly growth
rate of a whopping 39 percent, the
illusion is somewhat different. In 2000,
search revenues were around $180
million, making TMP Worldwide
Executive Search one of the largest
search organizations in the world.

However, TMP Worldwide Executive

Search's objective is not to be the largest
but to be the best. Steve Potter, CEO of
TMP Worldwide Executive Search, tells
how he attends to achieve this.

Mr. Potter entered the search industry
in 1981. Russell Reynolds personally
recruited him into the business.
Previously, he was primarily involved in
fundraising for charities, universities and
political campaigns. He served as a
Finance Director for Prescott Bush, the
uncle of the current President, George W.
Bush.

His first job at Russell Reynolds was
Executive Assistant to Mr. Reynolds. Mr.
Potter was one of a number of search
alumni who started their search career in
this way. After two years in this role he
went into search 'full time'. In his first 18
months he was the leading executer
within the business, and ranked number
eight in terms of business development
within the firm.

"I was good at it. I was able to read
people well and make a connection with
the clients that they obviously recognized
and valued," he says.

Mr. Potter continued to excel and was
subsequently put in charge of Financial
Services in New York and then globally.
He was then given responsibility for Asia
and a seat on the executive committee.
Mounting frustrations at the firm led him
to leave in 1995.

"Hob Brown, who I admire
tremendously as a person and like as an
individual, and I had some philosophical
differences about how to run the firm…I
didn't want [him] spending my bonus on
crazy spending policies, layers of
management and $600,000 CFOs and
those kinds of things."

In August 1995, Mr. Potter and two
other partners from Russell Reynolds left
to form Highland Search Group. The
business was an immediate success.

He explains, "We built it into a true
partnership based on the Goldman Sachs
model and did $12 million in revenue in
our first year…We were the most
profitable firm in the US in terms of
revenue per professional and revenue per
partner."

At this stage, both Heidrick & Struggles
and Korn/Ferry made approaches to buy
Highland but Mr. Potter declined, as he
did not agree with the business model
they adopted: "Search firms shouldn't be
a public company…that model doesn't
work. If it does work, it may last for one,
two or three years but eventually it will

TMP Worldwide
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Revenue source

TMP revenue breakdown for 
the first 9 months of 2000

Yellow Page Advertising

Recruitment Advertising

Executive Search

Selection and temporary
contracts
Internet

ON FEBRUARY 20, 2001,
TMP Worldwide Inc.
announced results for Q4 2000
and full year 2000. The
business, which is made up of
Interactive, Recruitment
A d v e r t i s i n g ,
S e l e c t i o n / T e m p o r a r y
Contracting, Yellow Pages and
a Search division grew
commissions and fees by
around 42% to $1,291,737,000
for the year. The search
division produced a relatively

small increase in fees, up to
$178,399,000 from
$173,277,000; however, the
underlying numbers
demonstrate the amount of
restructuring undertaken by
the business during 2000.
Average billings per consultant
increased by 38% from
$650,000 to $900,000.
Billings per consultant in the
fourth quarter rose to

$220,000 from $170,000 for
the equivalent period in the
previous year.

The Executive Resourcing
division grew substantially,
with commissions and fees up
32% to $386,700,000 for the
year. This was, in part, due to a
number of acquisitions through
the year, a trend, which is
likely to continue, as the firm
reported a net cash position of
$535,800,000 on December
31, 2000. Jim Treacy,

Executive Vice President and
COO of TMP Worldwide
explained "Going forward, our
strong cash position will
further provide us with the
flexibility to strategically
reinvest in our strong brands
and to continue our aggressive
and opportunistic pursuit of
accretive acquisitions to
expand TMP's product
offerings, sales forces and
client lists."

TMP Announces Remarkable Figures

FUTURESTEP INC., THE
middle management focused e-
recruiting unit of Korn/Ferry
International Inc., has cut 60 jobs
or 12 percent of its workforce of

500 members of staff. The
reason for the cut is alleged to be
due to the slowing job
market.search-consult will carry
an exclusive interview with Jeff
Christian, CEO, Christian and
Timbers in issue three.

Futurestep Cuts 12 percent
of Workforce

Australia Executive Demand
At Highest Level

www.search-consult.com NEWS

THE DEMAND FOR
Australian executives fell 6%
in February from January but is
at its highest level on a three
month moving average basis,
according to consulting firm,
Executive Leasing Australia

Pty. Ltd. The company's
national executive demand
index, at 566.00 in February is
2% higher in three month
moving average terms than
previous highest level
achieved in August 1999. 

CPL Seeks Acquisitions Abroad

CPL RESOURCES PLC, 
a recruitment company based
in Dublin, Ireland, is seeking
acquisition opportunities

abroad after pre-tax profits of
euro 2.7 million in the six
months to the end of
December 2000. This
represented a 40 percent rise
on the same period last year.

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS

www.search-consult.com NEWS
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crash under its own weight. You can't
keep growing 20 percent per annum in a
business with conflicts, where the cost of
acquiring significant serious players
every year, is so high. It just doesn't work
and at some point it will close in on itself.
I think, particularly in a slightly flat
market…you may see that happening at
some point. Korn/Ferry just missed
earnings this quarter and who knows
what's going to happen in the next two or
three."

One of Mr. Potter's frustrations is that he
failed to act on his desire to develop a
multi-product firm at Highland. "After
three months, we had a partners meeting
and talked about the way the business
was changing and what we wanted to
look like in three to five years. One of our
clear conclusions was that we wanted to
be a multi-product firm. We wanted to
build into the middle market and we
wanted to build an Internet capability….
but I was a terrible CEO at Highland,
because I didn't implement it."

Although Mr. Potter believes that this
was the right strategy at that time, he is
now apprehensive about the search firms
who are planning to implement or have
already launched Internet capabilities:
"like Spencer Stuart and others who are
getting into that business now," he
states.

He adds, "It's absolutely ridiculous.
There are 4,000 competitors in that space
and 3,000 of them will go out of business.
Another 900 are not making any money.
Only the top six have enough traffic to be
on media metrics and of those, the top
five, don't equal Monster.com. So whether
it's Internet recruitment for a specific
niche or an effort to be 'a big one' like
Monster, it's too late [for these
companies]. Highland missed the boat; it
was my fault. I should have raised some
outside cash, but we missed the boat."

Of course, the company who didn't
'miss the boat' was TMP Worldwide.
Andrew J. McKelvey, Chairman and CEO
of TMP Worldwide, approached Mr. Potter
with a similar business model.

"When you looked at TMP you saw a
really amazing company that had built

the number one market leading business
in every single business area they were
in except search…. They had just got into
the search business; you couldn't claim it
was number one in size and it didn't
measure up in the other metrics that I
would look to: revenue per professional,
profitability. But Andy challenged me to
come in and make it number one and
really gave me a free hand to try and
come in and do it…." Mr. Potter saw
numerous problems, but believed they
could be fixed.

"We have made tremendous progress
in virtually every metric that one would
look at… total revenues are up
significantly…. Our average fee in the US
has gone from $60,000 to $105,000," he
begins. "Partner head count has
decreased but revenues, profitability and
average revenue per professional is way
up. We cleaned it up; laid off close to 60
partners and principals and hired 45 new
ones - almost all from Spencer Stuart,
Korn/Ferry, Heidricks, Russell Reynolds,
and we are not done yet. Our goal is to be
the high end, value added firm - not the
biggest. ‘Big’ is not great in the search
business and will not be for as long as
conflicts still exist. I think it is naïve of
people to think that conflicts are going
away in the next 12 months - they're
not."

TMP Executive Search now hopes to
dominate the executive suite. It has a
minimum fee in the US of $50,000 and

plans for minimum fees to reach
$150,000 within five years.

To achieve this, the business is now
looking at hiring individuals rather than
buying firms: "We've hired some
outstanding people and we've let some
others go that do not fit the model. We've
hired Rick Moore from Russell Reynolds
who has built a $20 million business in
Canada overnight. We hired 35 new
partners and principals last year from the
best firms in the world. We've got John
Griffin who ran Heidricks' Energy
Practice. He bills $3 million plus, and
knows all the CEOs. I didn't have to
acquire any firm to get him." Hiring an
individual is indeed a safer process than
buying a firm.

"I think if you look at TMP's track record
in buying search firms it's really okay.
There're a couple of firms like LAI where
we did lose a couple of people. A number
of those people were laid off, some of
them we were unhappy to lose. We have
lost virtually no TASA partners and no
Highland partners, and very few from the
boutiques," he says.

The firm now has around 155 partners.
This year, Mr Potter intends to promote
five or six people and anticipates hiring a
larger number of employees with a net
increase of eight to ten percent. He
expects some partners to retire and
others to be let go.

Geographically, he has set his sights on
boosting the business in Asia and South
America. "I'm not satisfied with our
presence in Asia, we're not yet at the
critical mass I would like. We just opened
in South America. We hired two Spencer
Stuart partners in Brazil - fabulous guys -
and bought a small boutique down there
that's both middle market and search. We
moved the search people in with the
Spencer Stuart people and the rest have
moved into Andrea Wine's middle market
business."

Mr. Potter is enthusiastic about the
corporate culture he is developing. He
likens TMP Worldwide Executive Search
to Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan who
"pay the best to get the best". He believes
that the business should be run for profit,

not for pleasure, and that people should
see a direct connection between the
profitability of the firm and what they can
ultimately take out. He believes that this
is something that the public search firms
are failing to achieve.

"I don't want to come across as too
aggressive but I think these are private
firms trying to be public firms: Russell
Reynolds, Korn/Ferry, Spencer Stuart,
Heidrick & Struggles. Their benefits are
as 'blue chip' as they come - their costs
are high."

He continues: "Both Heidrick and
Korn/Ferry have gone public without, in
my view, addressing that layer of
management and cost…. Their overhead
is extremely high and Wall Street knows
it…. It's going to crush them, in my view,
in a down market."

"I realize that my recruiters have to get
paid 'market' or better, so they get a 60
percent payout here, which again if you
compare it to Heidricks and Korn/Ferry, is
more… but I'm not running an overhead

structure. I'm letting the recruiters keep it.
The rest goes to the shareholder," he
adds.

Mr. Potter emphasizes the difference
between efficiency and 'corner-cutting.'
He has increased researcher and
associate support, but is leaner in
secretarial support.

"We tried to hire a recruiter from
another firm which we were unsuccessful
in doing and one of the problems was
negotiating a contract with his secretary
which was more than $200,000 a year…
There was another secretary involved
with a salary of $120,000…. We're
different and it's working."

Mr. Potter is confident his strategy will
continue to work: "We are a fast growing
firm with an amazingly cohesive strategy
that plays well in the corporate suite and
the HR department…. I think at TMP we
are redefining the model and putting out
challenges that are squeezing out, not
only search, but also other industries in
ways that they've never been squeezed

www.search-consult.com/talent
www.search-consult.com/talent is not just another jobs website,

we provide a very personalised service for both people working

in the Search industry and Executive Recruitment consultancies. 

Working in conjunction with search-consult magazine the
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Executive Search and matching people with Research,
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services to find the people you need. From a free"Opportunity"

website listing, to a full international Retained Search service,

the Talent package from www.search-consult.com can provide
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on the Retained Executive

Search industry.”

For further information or

worldwide contact details

simply visit our website!  

Steve Potter

before. The contingency recruiters will all
be out of business in five years. … I can't
think of a top five service business, in any
industry, being created in 18 months that
is doing what we are doing in the search
business now… and we are not even
where we want to be."

Mr. Potter sums up his vision of the
firm: "What TMP is to human capital is
what Peat Marwick is to tax." He gives an
example, "What if TMP were to go into
IBM and say, 'we know you spend
$10,000 per head to hire. That's your cost
of hire. We can do it for $8,000 and we
want to keep $1,000 per head.' I'm not
sure where we go with this yet, none of
us are, but it's moving in that direction."
These are interesting times at TMP
Worldwide.

Further Information

www.tmp.com

Web: www.search-consult.com



use the expatriate's pool, which often
resulted in a great candidate list. Now
there is 'war' amongst companies.
Candidate turnover rate is higher in these
areas than in Western Europe. However,

each country is a bit different; issues in
Budapest will be different for those in
Prague or Warsaw."

He continues: "Today we are satisfied
with the operations we have in these
countries and they are still profitable. In
1989, we were alone in these markets;
we had no competitors and we were
extremely successful. I think perhaps if
anywhere, in terms of growth, Poland
shows a lot of potential, as there has
been a lot of business development there
in recent years. In Russia, we are being
very cautious; we are not losing money
but we will be watching that area very
closely."

In the following pages, executive
search is explored in four CEE countries:
Russia, the Czech Republic, Hungary and
Poland.

Russia
By Sophie Vergnas, Managing Director

CIS, The Accord Group

The year 2000 was definitely a turning
point for the executive search industry in
Russia: companies are looking for not
only Russian managers but also for

foreigners who have experience in the
Russian market. 

We are confident that the demand for
search services by Russian companies
will also continue to grow this year and
will keep expanding.  The reason for this
is robust activity in all market niches as
well as increased competition within all
market sectors. In this competitive
environment only highly professional
employees are able to lead companies in
the right direction. The majority of large
Russian corporations ("flagships" of the
Russian economy) are currently
restructuring internally. The competitive
edge these companies will or will not

gain is directly linked to the success of
internal restructuring: the placement of
key people in the right place at the right
time. 

One may think that the hire of an
experienced foreign manager will help to
solve problems, but our experience shows
that "expatriates" are often too expensive,
capricious and lack Russian language skills
among other drawbacks. There was also
the hope that Russian managers who have
experience working in foreign companies
might be of help, however this too proves
in practice to be dubious. Typically these
managers do not want to work for Russian
companies, as they are more efficient in
highly regulated, structured organizations,
while Russian companies have only just
started to build this.
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Successfully transitioning your
company into the new millennium
is a challenge no matter where you

are located or what business you are in.
However, it poses an even greater
challenge in countries that are
developing into a modern market
economy, one with many indigenous
companies plus a growing number of
multinationals expanding into the region.
Here, the need for leaders with the right
mix of skills, experience and cultural
compatibility becomes even more critical.
Leaders are needed who can successfully
guide your business in a developing,
rapidly changing economy. Search firms
are increasingly meeting this need in
these areas.

A region that has undergone a mass
expanse in executive search in the last
decade has been Central and Eastern
Europe (CEE). Jana Martinová, Managing
Partner, The Accord Group, describes this
movement, "From a business sense
Central and Eastern Europe [is] a region
including all the former communist bloc
countries, such as Hungary, Poland,
Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, and all the
countries belonging to the former Soviet
Union. In this region, executive search
has been developing since the early
1990's. The most active consulting
companies came along with their clients,
mostly from the consumer goods industry,
directly from Vienna, London, Brussels or
Paris."

She continues: "The early to mid-90's
was characterized by a huge demand for

employees speaking English or German,
other professional qualifications were
provided by expatriates. Low salaries and
relatively low fees also characterized it;
no international executive search firm
could afford to work on one third of
remuneration fees. The big international
names in the executive search business
stepped in slowly, with the exception of
the Russian market, but it just did not pay
off. Since this time the CEE market has
changed from almost every point of view:
the offer, the demand, and the level of
services provided."

Tony Goodwin, Chairman of Antal
International states, "What has been
surprising in Central Europe, has been
the resilience of the economies there;
Poland and Hungary…. The economies of
these countries are very strong, with

increased localization and sophistication
of the market. This has led to a massive
surge in the arrival of internationalists
who are the highly sought after skilled
professionals, able to transfer and adapt
to different countries and cultures."

He adds: "In the nations of Eastern
Europe - the situation is markedly
different. Due largely to the 1998
devaluation of the ruble, the region has
experienced a severe fiscal downturn.
This began with the disintegration of the
banking and finance sectors and the
collapse of foreign investment, which in
turn had a dramatic impact on the
amount of internationalists working in
these countries. Currently this region
seems to be re-emerging…."

In a study conducted by Korn/Ferry
International on 'Europe's Active
Jobseekers' it revealed that: "European
managers are undaunted by taking their
careers and lives abroad; they speak
more languages, and particularly English;
they have been brought up with the
concept of a European/global community,
which has helped them to see Europe as
a single market; and business
qualifications such as the MBA have
stressed the importance of globalization.
Meanwhile, greater European integration
has made it easier for skills to be
transferred between countries. The single
European currency may make cross-
border labor shifts vital because, with
interest rates locked, individual
economies may have to pay for economic
downturns with increased joblessness.

For job seekers, this will make multiple
language skills essential."

In another study on 'Human Resource
Trends in Central and Eastern Europe,'
the firm conducted research in six
countries: the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Romania, Russia and Slovakia. It
found that: "Throughout all six countries -
there is a significant shortage of local
executive talent. At the same time,
managerial practices are becoming more
westernized; an 'East Goes West' trend
that is expected to continue. The sleepy,
bureaucratic firm of pre-reform days is a
thing of the past."

It also stated that, "Marketing and
sales, top management, financial and
change management skills are in short
supply - the very skills that are most
needed, as firms must now focus on
selling their output and financing their
own production and investment
requirements. A wide variety of personal
attributes - such as drive, integrity,
leadership and teamwork are also taking
on new importance."

The report also found that work habits
have changed dramatically, with a 50-
hour week becoming 'the norm' and at
the same time absenteeism is low.
Expatriates remain a key component of
the management market. Respondents
estimated that 25 percent of all managers
in their firms are expatriates. Salary
increases for local talent are high, even in
the lowest categories; in state-owned
and manufacturing firms, they have
grown more than 25 percent in a two-
year period, and in private firms they
have nearly doubled. In this fluid market,
many review salaries twice a year or
more and benefits for local managers are
approaching the levels of expatriates.

Daniel Grenon, President of the
Neumann Group feels that the challenges
faced in executive search in Eastern
Europe today are the same as those in
western countries: "[H. Neumann
International] have been present in
Eastern Europe for more than a decade. In
the past, you could also find good
candidates not only from leads from your
own candidate pool, but you could also

Executive Searchin
By Jan Iverson-Pearson, search-consult

Eastern Europe

Sophie Vergnas

Daniel Grenon

Tony Goodwin
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The demand for high level
professionals is currently growing
rapidly.  This increased market demand
has inflated the average wage for top
level professionals. Despite the overall
increase in executive salaries there is still
a drastic disparity among salary levels in
different industries. For example, the
average salary of a top level technology
manager could be from USD 80K to USD
150K and above.

Russia (continued)
By Anna Kozlovskaya, Senior

Consultant, H. Neumann International,
Moscow

As statistics show, the year 2000 was a
surprisingly good one for Russia
economically. GDP rose by almost eight
percent, industrial output by ten percent
and there was an almost 20 percent
growth in fixed capital investment -
something not seen in Russia or the
former Soviet Union for the last 30 years.
However, analysts say that temporary
factors such as ruble devaluation and
high prices on crude oil have been
driving the upturn, while little has been
done to ensure long-term stable growth.

The telecom industry shows steady
growth, which is spurred by fierce
competition in several regions, especially
in and around Moscow: by January 1,
2001 there were 3,4 million mobile users
- a 152 percent gain from 1,4 million in
December 1999.

While the Russian market is saturated
with consumer goods, there is a demand
for 'Western quality', so a huge share of
consumer products especially clothing,
perfume and home decorations comes
from abroad. Large international
producers of cigarettes, beverages and
confectionery have opened production
facilities in Russia in order to reduce the
consumer price for their products.
Producers of industrial equipment faced
unfavorable times after the financial
meltdown when business people stopped
investing in machines. The financial

market is still stagnant.
The main problem that international

companies have to face is that the basic
procedures for legal protection are not
developed enough. As for Russian
companies, the main problem is lack of
corporate culture and ethics. To solve this
problem some local companies invite
Western CEOs on a contractual basis. On
the other hand there is a tendency for
Russians to replace expatriates at the
head of multinationals, not only because
locals are cheaper to employ, but also,
more importantly, their understanding of

customs officials and the culture of
government ministries helps
multinational companies to become more
efficient.

The Czech Republic
By Irena A. Brichta, Managing Partner
Czech Republic & Slovakia, Heidrick &

Struggles

Since the collapse of communism and
the development of the free market
economies in Eastern Europe,
international companies who entered
these countries began seeking local
talent to become the future leaders and

employees of their local entities. Initially,
in the Czech Republic as elsewhere in the
CEE, these multinationals either made a
strategic acquisition in order to acquire
instant market share, as well as a 'ready
made' company, or decided to start afresh
on a 'greenfield site'. Each option had its
advantages and disadvantages and
today, eleven years on, the region is
heavily sprinkled with companies who
chose one or other option.

From 1990, international companies
have been seeking bright, flexible,
creative and dynamic executives at all
levels. In the early days, organizations
competed for good English speakers with
well developed communication skills, but
today as they have trained and
developed their own employees, there is
more experienced talent in the market
place. However, there is still more
demand than supply in many functions
and especially at the most senior level.

In the Czech Republic, there are more
experienced Sales Directors and Sales
Managers than Human Resources
Directors or Logistics Directors. The
reason for this is because the first
international companies to enter the
market place were usually from the
consumer sector and their initial focus
was to create sales and distribution
teams. So today, there is a significant
pool of experienced senior sales people.
However, there are fewer local senior
executives with both sales and marketing
experience, because it is only some ten
years or less that international companies
have been established in the market.
Today, most clients are seeking to replace
their senior expatriate managers with
local senior executives, but they do
realize that they may not have quite the
same depth of experience as their
expatriate managers and therefore they
are sending more of them to 'real'
positions abroad.

There are more graduates who enter
the financial services sector - it was and
still is a very desirable area; as well as
the telecommunications sector that has
had fantastic growth in data and internet
service companies, as well as preparation

for voice (there is only one telecom
monopoly part owned by Telsource, but
deregulation will occur in 2002). There
has been a consolidation in the banking
sector, as the remaining four Czech banks
have been 'privatized', and flexible,
creative and dynamic candidates have
been given significant opportunities.

In terms of industry, there are still
many ailing large Czech 'dinosaurs',
gradually heading to bankruptcy, but
over the last 18 months, strategic
investors as well as investment funds
have been acquiring small to medium
sized companies that are not too much in
the 'red'. There are probably more

engineers per head of population in the
Czech Republic than anywhere else in
the world; the population is very well
educated; but not all have yet had the
opportunity to work in an international
company environment and understand
business fundamentals.

Most Czechs working in an
international company at a managerial
level speak English or German; and many
expatriate managers have mastered the
local language with panache. Most of my

clients are international companies, who
would prefer to have younger executives,
because of their flexibility and ability to
be molded, but at senior level, clients do
not have a preference, except that the
candidate must usually be dynamic, have
initiative, and be flexible and willing to
learn, as well as be an excellent
communicator.

The expatriate manager usually earns
more than the local manager at the same
level, but it is also true that the local
probably does not have enough
experience of either change management
or in building companies, and therefore
cannot govern the same package.

However, companies are now sending
some of their star employees overseas for
one to three years and these executives
are highly sought after on their return. It
is probably true also to say that senior
executives in Poland and especially in
Russia are paid 40 percent more than
senior executives in the Czech Republic -
maybe it is that there is less of them in
these two countries.

Due to the shortage in residential
housing in the larger cities, especially
Prague, most Czechs are not willing to
relocate unless the package is made

'sweeter' and accommodation costs or
house loans are made to them by their
employer. There is some mobility
amongst the senior executives but not
much.

From January of this year, there have
been a variety of changes in the
Employment or Labor Law (a law going
back to the 1960's which has just been
amended regularly in the last eleven
years), which has luckily led the
Government to agree that a totally new
Labor Law needs to be created to answer
today's needs. The problem is that the
civil service is hard pressed to attract
'experts' or career executives due to low
wages in the public sector compared to
the private sector, so the civil servants
'muddle through' somehow.

The Czech Republic is a stable country
with unemployment at around 9 percent
overall (Prague has only 4%, but Ostrava
has over 20%) and an average inflation
rate of 4.5 percent. There is a minority
socialist Government in power with the
agreement of the 'right', which means
that not much gets changed. However,
elections will be held next year.

Hungary
By Katalin Bereczky, Managing Partner,

H. Neumann International

Executive search has only had a very
short but intensive history in Hungary. It
started in 1989, and within a few years,
it met worldwide standards, as our
international clients needed the same
level service wherever they were
present. We grew quickly as there were a
lot of changes taking place in the world
around us. The Hungarian economy also
went through the same period of rapid
development.

In the beginning of the 90's, it was the
fast-moving consumer goods sector that
was hiring a lot of managers. A few years
later, in 1995-97, it was the financial
services, banking and insurance sector
that pressed us to find top executives.
Today, it is the high-tech (IT, Internet)

Anna Kozlovskaya

Irena A. Brichta
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and telecom sectors that are prevalent.
The requirements for managers have

also changed. Ten years ago, very young
people mainly from a western university
rose through the company ranks at an
incredible rate. Now, quality counts. Top
manager's main characteristics are:
proven success, corporate thinking, to
have a local initiative, and to be a
manager but more importantly, a leader.
Age is, therefore, not a key component
when all these elements are recognised
in an individual.

According to statistics, Hungarian Chief
Executives earn 20-30 percent less than
their Western European colleagues. In the
early 90's, expatriates were given
preference but presently, companies
prefer to see local executives in top
positions.

Since international companies
generate 70 percent of economic
performance in Hungary, languages are
crucial for candidates seeking higher
level positions. English is the most
popular language, followed by German,
French and Spanish.

In the future, executive search in
Hungary will need to adopt a faster
service, as time is money. Other types of
consulting should also be involved,
keeping abreast of changes in any given
industry and being a partner to our client.
The need for executive search currently
remains stable.

Poland
By Moritz Herfert, Consultant, Signium

International

Foreign investment [in Poland]
exceeded US$ 40 billion in the last ten
years. Thus, international investors need
Polish managers, who on the one hand,
can work according to international
management standards, and on the other,
know the specifics of the Polish market.
International companies are therefore,
the most appealing business targets for
executive search consultants. Heidrick &
Struggles, Korn/Ferry and Signium

International are probably the
"heavyweights" of the market but there is
still strong competition from other
international networks from Antal to
Zehnder.

The search business is growing in
almost all areas such as retail, FMCG,
automotive, construction, banking and
insurance and life sciences. High-tech,
telecom and IT are thriving, too.

The salaries of Polish senior executives
are still lower than in Western Europe,
but the gap is steadily closing. Stock
options, performance related bonus
systems and other fringe benefits are
becoming more common.

The average age of Polish managers is
probably lower than in Western Europe.
In the early 90's, a high school graduate
may have started as a Sales
Representative in and could now be a
District, Area, or Regional Sales Manager.
This process has slowed down, but career
steps can still be achieved at a faster rate
compared to the rest of the world.

The number of top management
positions held by expatriates is
decreasing since more international
companies rely on "local" expertise. A
new phenomenon is that international
careers are being offered to Polish
managers. Today, a Financial Controller
may be recruited for a local operation and

after some years sent abroad in a similar
role to return and end up as a CFO for
Central & Eastern Europe after only a
couple of years.

English is the predominant foreign
language in Polish business followed by
German, Russian, French and Italian.
There are, of course, cultural differences
between Poland and the rest of the
world. Foreign investors should always
keep this in mind. However, the people,
and especially the young generation are
open-minded and eager to work in an
international surrounding without
denying their Polish heritage.

Internet recruiting [in Poland] does not
yet play the role as in the US, but this is
only a matter of time. More Polish
companies have learned how important
human resources are for the success of
their business. These companies will
increasingly be business targets for
executive search consultants.

It appears executive search is becoming
an integral part of Eastern European
business. Successful search firms have
adapted in two ways: through
specialization into fast growing niche
markets as well as through developing a
true regional network and business
development approach. Mr. Goodwin,
summarizes these points: "The news
overall is one of change and
development…. What we have seen in
the economies of Eastern Europe is a
fundamental and integral desire to
change and participate in competitive
markets. This desire will always prevail
over short-term crisis or political doctrine.
It is these driving forces that have turned
the majority against communism in the
1990's and what will enhance job
prospects in Europe as a whole."

Further Information

For more information on Eastern

Europe, visit:

Web: www.search-consult.com

Moritz Herfert
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Odgers, Ray & Berndtson

at the firm include Geoffrey Forester, co-
Head of the Global Technology Practice,
Colin Hislop, Senior Partner and Nicholas
Marsh, Head of the Technology Practice.
Jonathan Kidd specializes in Retail
Financial Services and Victoria Provis's
focus is on corporate marketing and
communications functions. John Holmes
and Niall Macdonald have now joined the
firm from The Berwick Group.

Of course, retaining and motivating all
this executive talent is essential. Mr.
Boggis-Rolfe explains that he tries to
create an organization that people want
to be a part of and most importantly -
proud of. "The branding, the
infrastructure, the 'look and feel' of a
place, the culture, teamwork and pay all
play important parts in attracting and
keeping talented and ambitious people."

To help achieve this ideal, Odgers, Ray
& Berndtson has adopted a non-
hierarchical organization. He believes this
creates an unrestricted culture where
everyone is on the same playing field,
working as a united team.

"As companies grow bigger, it gets
harder for people to share information,"
he adds. Weekly meetings at the London
office are one of the ways the firm has
chosen to share company information.
Each week a member of staff, from a
junior consultant to a senior-level

In May 2000, Odgers International
based in London, acquired Ray &
Berndtson UK and joined Ray &

Berndtson, the international partnership
in which some offices are independently
owned and managed and others have
cross-shareholdings. The acquisition
provided Odgers of Ray & Berndtson with
the global reach of 50 offices worldwide.
In late February, the company completed
the acquisition of The Berwick Group, a
specialist Financial Services boutique
based in the city of London made up of 15
consultants.

Odgers, Ray & Berndtson now
combines one of the UK's longest
established search businesses with a
respected City specialist, one of Europe's
leading partnerships and a top ten US
firm. The company now has a staff of over
160 partners, consultants, researchers
and support staff. The firm is ranked
number six amongst the top ten search
firms in the UK by turnover; turnover
grew from £3.5 million in 1999 to £17
million in 2001 including Berwick.
Richard Boggis-Rolfe, Chief Executive,
reveals the strategy behind this growth.

"To be a successful executive search
company, the single most important thing
is to attract, retain and motivate the right
people," he says. He outlines three main
areas that he considers to be factors in

the company's growth: culture and
values, infrastructure and a global brand
and reach.

Attracting talent is vital to any
company, particularly in search, where
the term 'big billers' is part of the
industry's ethos. Odgers, Ray & Berndtson
is certainly not short of high profilers on
its list of consultants. One of the most
prominent is Britain's former Health
Secretary, Virginia Bottomley, who
specializes in recruiting for the not-for-
profit sector which includes charities,
health and government organizations.
Ms. Bottomley was the youngest woman
ever to join the British Cabinet, which she
did in 1992, having been elected to the
House of Commons in 1984. 

Additionally, Roddy Gow, who heads
up the Financial Services Practice,
previously served as Managing Director of
the London and New York offices of
Russell Reynolds as well as Managing
Director International. He then spent a
period as Chief Executive Officer at the
GKR Group and held senior positions in
executive search in the USA for ten years.
Gary Luddington joined Odgers as a
Partner in the Board and Commercial
Practice from Norman Broadbent
International where in 1995 he became
Managing Director and in 1998,
Chairman. Other prestigious consultants

By Jan Iverson-Pearson, search-consult
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executive, gives a short presentation on
one aspect of the business. Speakers are
also invited from their other international
offices from the group, to give a more
global appeal.

The company also believes that
"values" are more important than "a great
body of rules". Some rules are necessary
but, in his experience, it is easier to get
people to work together if the approach
from management is perceived as a
declaration rather than an imperative. A
"body of values" is perceived as the
backbone of the company. 

The firm's infrastructure is based on
meeting the needs of its employees.
"My role is to create a culture and an
infrastructure which supports creativity,
and sets standards in processes and
quality. The ideal is to combine the
culture and teamwork of a small
boutique with the branding and support

systems of a big firm." 
Mr. Boggis-Rolfe is quick to point out

that this progressive work culture is
combined with an aggressive
commitment to succeed. "Our objective is
to be recognized as amongst the very
best in our market - unambiguously in
the premier league." He understands that
Odgers, Ray & Berndtson may not be the
"biggest" of the search firms but their aim
is to be "the most effective." "We all want
to do important searches for the best
clients," he adds.

Commenting on the future, he says,
"The important thing is that everyone
knows that we mean to be the best in the
business. There are several ways to the
top. The key is to have core values and
standards, to stick to them and to make
sure that all our talented individualists
buy in. Rigid plans don't work and no one
can be sure how we will look in five

years. What is fixed is our determination
to provide world class executive search
by being a firm which attracts, keeps and
motivates the best consultants."

Although the business has some
venture capital backing, these investors
have only a small stake and cannot force
the company to be sold or floated. He has
no plans in this direction. "Why sell a
successful business unless there is a
better investment? I can't see one! The
publicly quoted search businesses are not
happy places: floatation does not help
clients, it does the opposite in fact and
the consultants who didn't make money
from the floats don't want to work for
outside shareholders. Our structure is
better for our people and our clients."

Odgers, Ray & Berndtson's growth
strategy is clearly based on people: "Our
people are winners and our values and
culture support them. We foster
teamwork and creativity and we aim to
be truly expert in our client's business."

The future of the firm looks positive.
The recent purchase of The Berwick
Group represents a major recruitment
step. This move complements the
significant Ray & Berndtson Financial
Services network in Germany and the US
and raises the profile and impact of
Odgers, Ray & Berndtson in global
financial markets.
r information on The Hever Amrop 
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Richard Boggis-Rolfe began his career in executive search with

Russell Reynolds Associates and became a Director in their London

office. He went on to spend 14 years with Norman Broadbent

International. He established Norman Broadbent's Hong Kong

office as its first Managing Director and then started and managed

NB Selection.

Prior to establishing the

International Resources

Group, he was the Group

Managing Director of BNB

Resources plc, the parent

company of Norman

Broadbent.  He was also

Chairman of Barkers Human

Resources, Goodman Graham,

the specialists in technology

recruitment, and ATC, a major

international training

company.

He led the acquisition of Odgers International from its founder, Ian

Odgers, in February 1998 and negotiated the acquisition of Ray &

Berndtson to form Odgers, Ray & Berndtson.

www.search-consult.com

For more information on Odgers, Ray &

Berndtson, visit:

Web: www.odgers.com

“The publicly quoted search
businesses are not
happy places: floatation
does not help clients, it
does the opposite in fact...
Our structure is
better for our people
and our clients...” 
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TMP Worldwide Executive Search Hires New
Principal for Paris Office
Jennifer Chase has been hired as a Principal in the Paris
office of TMP Worldwide Executive Search and will be a
member of the company's Global Industrial and
Healthcare Sectors and Manufacturing Practice. Ms. Chase
joins the firm from Korn/Ferry International in New York
where she recruited for an array of science-based industries,
including biotech, specialty chemicals, healthcare and
manufacturing among others.
Prior to joining Korn/Ferry, Ms. Chase was the Product
Development and Business Manager for the Cosmetic and
Detergency Enterprise at Rhone-Poulence S.A. (Aventis). She
also served as the company's European Sales Manager and
developed a market focused sales distribution network.

Two New Appointments at Egon Zehnder
International Inc.
Egon Zehnder International Inc., executive search firm,
has named Jon Martin as a Partner of the global firm and
has hired Rashid Wasti to join the Toronto practice. Mr.
Martin joined Egon Zehnder International in 1994, where he
focused on senior marketing, logistics/ supply chain and
general management searches. He is an active member of
the global Energy and Process Industries practice group and
the Services Industry practice group. Mr. Martin previously
worked with Ernst & Young Management Consultants in its
marketing and strategy practice and also worked in the
corporate development office of Imasco Ltd.
Mr. Wasti joins the firm from Boston Consulting Group, where
he worked on a variety of strategy assignments for North
American clients in the consumer goods and retail practice
and the e-commerce practice. Previously, he was a Brand
Manager in Proctor & Gamble's health and beauty care
business, working in Switzerland, Saudi Arabia and Canada.

Korn/Ferry Names Managing Director of
Americas for Board Services Practice
Korn/Ferry International has named Charles H. King as
the new Managing Director of the Americas for the Board
Services Practice. Mr. King will be based in New York. Mr.
King was a former senior partner at Nordeman Grimm, Inc.,
where he established their board practice. He has also
worked as managing director of Donaldson Enterprises, a
New York based private equity firm. He served as an officer
in the United States Coast Guard, which included a stint as a
military aide to the Vice President.
Peter Crist, Vice Chairman and head of Global Board Services
says, "Chuck has the perfect background to expand our
Board Practice. He has successfully recruited directors for
many of the top companies in the US, including Aetna,
Chrysler, Exxon-Mobil, Halliburton, RJR Nabisco, Southern
Company and numerous others. He is particularly well
known for his ability to identify and recruit diversity
candidates for board service. A frequent speaker on the
governance circuit, he has addressed audiences in the US,
Europe and Latin America."

June Eichbaum Joins Heidrick & Struggles'
New York Office
June Eichbaum has joined Heidrick & Struggles' New
York office as a Partner. Ms. Eichbaum is a member of the
Professional Services Practice and is the firm's first
consultant totally dedicated to legal services searches.
Before joining Heidrick & Struggles, she was a Managing
Partner for Major, Hagen & Africa, a national legal search
firm. She also practiced law for twelve years, in the public
and private sectors, practicing property and corporate law
with two search firms, as well as working in-house for two
clients, Time Inc. and CBS, handling business development
for the pre-internet launch of Prodigy.

Michael Moran to Head Up BBM
Michael Moran, executive director at Meridian
Consulting, the London City outplacement and career
management consultants, is to head up BBM, Penna
Holdings' City executive search specialists. Linda Jackson,
currently Mr. Moran's deputy, will take over day-to-day
management at Meridian. BBM and Meridian Consulting are
both part of the Penna Group, the human capital consultancy.

New Partner at Ray & Berndtson in Norway
Ebbe Jacobsen is a new partner at Ray & Berndtson in
Norway.

New Research Manager at Ray & Berndtson in
Norway
Marita Christensen has joined Ray & Berndtson in Norway
as Research Manager. She previously worked for IT
Executive Search & Selection.

Heidrick & Struggles Names New Chief Legal
Officer and Chief Corporate Development
Officer
Stephanie W. Abramson has been named as Chief Legal
Officer and Chief Corporate Development Officer at
Heidrick & Struggles International. Based out of New York,
Ms. Abramson will be responsible for the legal and corporate
development activities and, on an interim basis, the human
resources function. She succeeds Chief Administrative Officer
and General Counsel Richard D. Nelson, who will continue to
work with executive management on significant strategic
initiatives.
Previously, Ms. Abramson was Executive Vice President,
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary at Young & Rubican
Inc. She also worked as a senior partner of Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius in New York, where she specialized in corporate and
securities law and held various management positions.

John Hasenauer Joins Christian & Timbers in
Stamford
John Hasenauer has joined Christian & Timbers as a vice
president in the firm's Stamford office He will be
responsible for building a global asset management and
insurance practice with select clients.
Previously, Mr. Hasenauer was a vice president/ search
consultant with Warren International. Before entering the
search industry, he spent 10 years in financial services. He
served as vice president of institutional sales with Aeltus
Investment Management and as northeast sales manager
with the WEFA Group. Mr. Hasenauer began his career in
financial services with Citicorp, last serving as vice president
of institutional sales in the mortgage-backed and
government bond group.

New Vice President at Christian & Timbers'
London Office
Simon Francis has joined Christian & Timbers as a Vice
President in the firm's London office. Mr. Francis will focus
on high technology markets. He joins Christian & Timbers
from Heidrick & Struggles where he was the highest billing
principal worldwide in the firm's information technology
practice. Mr. Francis served in London and Menlo Park,
California.

Kirk Palmer & Associates Announces
Appointment of Jerald Politzer as Managing
Director, Business Development
Kirk Palmer & Associates Inc, an executive search firm
serving the retail, fashion and apparel industries based in
New York, has announced the appointment of Jerald
Politzer as Managing Director, Business Development.
Previously, Mr. Politzer was Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Salant Corporation, a $380 million publicly held
men's apparel company. Prior to joining Salant in 1997, he
was Executive Vice President of Melville Corporation, an $11
billion public retail holding company.
Mr. Politzer stated, "The transition into the executive search
field allows me to leverage my extensive network and
knowledge of the industry. I look forward to working with
our business partners to assist them in their management
needs. Kirk and his group have a great reputation in the
industry and I am thrilled to be a part of this dynamic
organization."

New Appointments at Hogett Bowers
Hogget Bowers, an executive search and selection firm
based in London has appointed Peter Sandham as Chief
Executive Officer and Karen Wilson as Chief Operating
Officer.

New Appointments at Ruston Poole
International
London-based executive search group, Ruston Poole
International, a Healthcare, Pharmaceutical and Biotech
specialist, has announced a number of key executive
appointments to its consultancy team. Dr. Tony Bradshaw
and Ann Gales have been appointed as Senior Search
Consultants. Mr. Bradshaw's background is in biotechnology
and business development. Ms. Gales has broad experience
in both the animal health and pharmaceutical industries.
Dr. Paul Rodgers has been appointed to set up and run a new
Ruston Poole mentoring service, aimed at providing practical
human resources support to early stage life science
companies throughout Europe.
There are now seven members in Ruston Poole's search
team, led by founder and Managing Director, David
Collingham.

Sweet to Join Alternative Resources
Corporation's Board of Directors
Alternative Resources Corporation (ARC), a provider of
information technology services has appointed Charles
W. Sweet, Chairman, A.T. Kearney Executive Search, to
the board of directors. Mr. Sweet joins the board having
had over 29 years of executive search experience.
Commenting on his recent appointment, Mr. Sweet stated, "I
am delighted to be joining the board of ARC. I believe that
ARC is positioned well in a maturing industry and I am
committed in helping in any way I can with the continuation
of the turnaround that has been in motion for several
months."

TMP Worldwide Executive Search Hires Alan
Wilson to run its Operations in Australia and
New Zealand
TMP Worldwide Executive Search has recruited Alan
Wilson to head the company's operations in Australia and
New Zealand. Mr. Wilson founded the Melbourne office of
Heidrick & Struggles in October 1998, and quickly built it into
a major force in industrial, natural resources, utilities,
financial services and e-commerce searches. He ranked
among the firm's leading revenue generators in Australia.
Mr. Wilson will be based in the Melbourne office of TMP
Worldwide Executive Search. His expertise focuses on e-
business, infrastructure and finance searches across Asia
Pacific.
Mr. Wilson has been a Partner of Heidrick & Struggles since
1998 and joined the firm from Russell Reynolds Associates.
Prior to entering executive search, he directed an
international technology research program. Previously, he
worked in stock broking and investment banking, and was
managing director of two publicly listed investment
companies with shareholdings in activities ranging from
mining to meat export.

Russell Reynolds Hire Derbyshire in Canada
Dr. Mark Derbyshire has joined Russell Reynolds
Associates, Canada as Executive Director and head of
Retail and Consumer search. He joins the firm from the
Canadian Tire University were he served as Managing
Director. He holds a PhD in Organizational Behavior from the
University of San Jose and an M.B.A. from the University of
Montana.
"We are pleased to have someone of Mark's caliber as part of
our team," said Paul Cantor, Managing Director, Russell
Reynolds Associates, Canada. "Mark's appointment
characterizes our focus on identifying the competencies
needed to develop leadership in Canadian firms as well as
the steady growth of our own organization. His solid track
record in human resources and organizational development
coupled with his experience in the consumer sector make
him an excellent fit for the firm's direction."

New Partner at Heidrick & Struggles in
Frankfurt
Reinhold Thiele of Heidrick & Struggles
Unternehmensberatung in Frankfurt has been made
Managing Partner of the firm's Global Industrial Practice
and Global Automotive Speciality Practice. He started his
career with Ford Motor Company in England before moving
to Arthur D Little, management consultants, to work on
organizational and logistics projects for clients in the
automotive and other manufacturing industries.

To notify us of any new members to your organization email: editorial@search-consult.com
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New York
February 28, 2001

The first of the Executive Search
International Debates 2001 was
recently held in New York. Lee Miller,

Chair of the International Association of
Corporate and Professional Recruiters
(IACPR) moderated at the event. The
panelists were Chris Clarke, President,
Boyden Global Executive Search; Brad
Dewey, Managing Director, European
Operations, Christian & Timbers; William
Guy, Chairman & CEO, Cornerstone
International Group;
Les Stern, Partner,
Heidrick & Struggles.
Questions came via e-
mail from search firms
across the globe and
from the attending
delegates. Each
speaker gave a 10-
minute presentation. A
full review of the talks
can be found at
w w w . s e a r c h -
consult.com. Detailed
are a few key
questions and
answers from the
debate.

Q. Will there be a search industry in ten
years and if so, what is it going to look
like?

A. Chris Clarke (CC): Our view is that the
search industry will have a static start this
year and it will continue growing based on
the 'war for talent' concept particularly in
Asia, where we are opening a lot of offices.
However, what I think will be more
interesting is the structure…where
everyone will have access to free or low
cost data. There will continue to be a
retained executive search industry because

clients want the 'high-touch' as well as the
'high-tech' candidates and candidates want
to be solicited. UBS Walburg says, "The
search industry has evolved to meet the
client's needs." We also believe professional
service firms belong in private
ownership…we see firms today in IPO's
coming out and going back into the private
sector.

Les Stern (LS): I think …being part of a firm
publicly held, we have seen absolutely no
difference in how we operate as
professionals; as we are share holders and

are tied to the
business…I think
the knowledge we
have as a
profession is too
closely controlled. I
think we are in a
position of
transition. I would
like to see what
TMP does. The
question the IACPR
and the AESC have
been asking is, "in
ten years will we
as executive search
c o n s u l t a n t s
become agents?"

Q. What is the fee structure that you are
using to bill clients?

A. William Guy (WG): From our survey,
open-ended fees have 'the look of evil'. One
argument is to have fixed fees.

LS: From experience of working in a
boutique…up to a large firm, I realize we,
search firms, have three fee structures. One
is the high standard that Heidricks stand by,
which is one third. Secondly, we have large
client relationships where there are
negotiations, which are usually global
clients. The third, because of the nature of
the work that we do at financial services
enterprise, where we are doing searches for
people who are making one, two or three
million or more, there is a cap on fees
usually up to $350,000 to the million dollar
level.

CC: The global agreement will not work.

The more the client pays you to do an
assignment, the more you have to pay for it
and the more money you get. It's clearly a
perverse incentive. I would just like to say
another word about the global agreement;
HR departments at the center love global
agreements because they can go back and
show how they have negotiated the fees
down from 33% to as low as 20% or 18%,
which is what some of our competitors are
giving. You then go out into the field to say,

India, and the global agreements don't
count for anything because it is a
decentralized organization, they buy locally
and they're using their friends. So, I think
those people who are giving away very low
fees because they think they are going to
get this big global agreement working all
over the world, are very foolish…I think
they need to tie that with some sort of
override discount…I also think 22% is a
sign of desperation to keep the stock market
happy with the growth that we are making.

The caps we also observe…there are some
Wall Street firms that cap their fees at
$450,000 which is a lot of money for a
search but if a guy is getting paid 15 million
it doesn't seem so much.

Brad Dewey (BD): In regards to client
satisfaction…there needs to be flexibility in
how fees are structured. Around 75% of our
work is with pre IPO companies or recently
IPO companies. We, as a matter of routine,
include in our fee structure, equity that vests
in the first year so that our fee is one third
of candidates first year's total compensation
including vesting equity. We take the first

year in stock. I think the jury is still out on
the salability of equity fees for publicly held
companies but that's been our history to
date. Perhaps the main point would be not
to have the structure of it too rigid.

WG: We have clients that prefer for us to
take options or warrants.

BD: Our fee is linked to the shareholder
value that is created over some time period
and not to some arbitrary compensation
structure to the candidate.

Q. Clients want candidates to be
presented in real/Internet time. Can you
provide some time frames?

A. WG: The majority of our clients do not
favor the 90-day formula.

LS: Statistically, it's 90 to 120 days. Of
course, people want it in 30 days - but
working through the process…this will not
happen.

CC: On the whole, 30 days is good, 60 days,
not bad, 90 days is bordering on
unacceptable. Some quoted companies are
now dropping clients two thirds of the way
into an assignment because they cannot
finish it within 90 days.

BD: Our searches are designed to take 100

Executive Search International
Debates 2001:
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“I think the jury is still out
on the salability of
equity fees for
publicly held
companies” 
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days and we are currently averaging 117.
Our researchers are programmed to present
the top candidates in 10 days…. We have
found engaging the client very early is very
helpful.

Q. How many searches are acceptable for
a search consultant to handle at the same
time?

A. BD: Three or four - in ten working days
we have the first output from the
researchers.
CC: There isn't a central limit. We don't think
ten days is enough time for research. We did
not decide to do a centralized research
center because we found most researchers

also wanted to be search consultants and
due to time zone issues.

BD: We've clearly separated our knowledge
research from our human contact research.

LS: It depends on the resources you have. It
tends to be six to eight but can go up to 10.

Sometimes you'll be waiting for the client.
The question is: is the client informed and
‘in-sync’ and are we delivering?

WG: You can't put a fixed number on it. One
of the ways to relieve the problem, when
you're recruiting existing search
professionals from other firms, is to ask the
firm: do they, the consultants, have a
reputation of turning down clients when
they are too busy? What's right is to have
the backbone to turn down searches. It's the
solution.

Q. In terms of stock options, if you have
an ownership in your client - how can
you be objective?

A. CC: The answer would be - who is the
client?

BD: We take stock routinely. Our argument is
stock options make us a business partner -
we do this only on CEO searches. It is seen
as synergy with our clients where our
compensation is linked to shareholder
value. That does put us on the same side as
the shareholder.

LS: If the firm has a vested interest through
an equity position, then your objectivity is

even more intensified because if you do not
help select the best person, that resource
you have in equity or warrants, is not going
to be worth much as it would be if you're
diligent about who it is you're recruiting.

For a full review of the New York debate
log onto the subscriber's area of the search-
consult website at www.search-
consult.com. A webcast of the full New York
debate is also available at this address.

Les Stern

Chris Clarke

Further Information

Subsequent debates will be held in

London, Frankfurt, Paris, Amsterdam

and Brussels. Please visit our website for

full details.:

Web: www.search-consult.com

“stock options make us a
business partner - we do
this only on CEO
searches” 
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Today, we are all aware of the urgent
demand for top talent, combined
with the emergence of online

recruitment and the impact this is having
on the executive search industry. The law of
supply and demand requires search firms to
make tough decisions about the use of their
time without compromising the quality of a
search. The effective use of information
about organizations and key people is both
vital and valuable when sourcing a field of
candidates for clients. The solution may not
always involve working longer hours and
overloading an already exhausted internal
research team but to employ a little help
from the world of independent researchers.
But what can executive search firms expect
when hiring an independent researcher or
research firm?

Independent researchers can provide a
vast range of services from providing a
target list of companies to name generation.
It is more common for independent
researchers in the UK and Europe to
become more directly involved with the
consultant and even the client, as they
typically carry out the entire research
process for their customers.

Corinne Beeby, Managing Director of
Capita Research in South Poynton, England,
says, "Search is becoming a tool used
across a wider cross section of jobs; it is a
methodology being utilized at lower salary
levels than in the past. Therefore, the need

for research has increased. However, as
internal research is a 'cost,' it is becoming
more prevalent to accept that an element
will be outsourced."

She describes a typical Capita
assignment: "There is an initial briefing
between the consultant and Capita
researcher. This is done either face-to-face
or by phone. Capita then provide a target
list of companies. The companies' structures
are then researched to identify likely target
individuals. All potential candidates are
approached and their curricula vitae [or
résumés] are forwarded for the client's
consideration. A final report is presented
detailing the results of the contacts made
and regular contact is maintained with the
consultant at all stages of the assignment."

Daphne Silvester, Principal of Silvester &
Company based in London, feels that some
search firms, particularly those in the
process of building up their business use
independent researchers like a lamp to
"switch on and off" when they please. In
her view, this may be effective in terms of
reducing variable costs, but there is also a
question of convenience and quality of
service.

Ms. Silvester explains: "Often a new
search firm is nervous about spending
money and opts to use independent
researchers as a way of controlling costs.
They then get a nasty surprise when they
find that good researchers are rarely free at

The convenience factor is also one of the
prime motivators for search firms to hire
independent researchers. "Using some
freelancers provides maximum flexibility
during the periodic peaks and valleys of
any business," says Russ Towne, Managing
Partner of RTA Recruiting Research,
Campbell, California. "We support various
cyclical industries, and they're go from
hiring madly for a period of time to hiring
not at all, or very little."

It appears this trend is starting to spread
through parts of Europe, particularly in the
areas where executive search is beginning
to emerge such as Southern and Eastern
Europe: Italy, Turkey and Austria. Some
researchers claim that executive search
firms, who traditionally do not outsource
their research, are using independent
researchers in these geographical areas for
their local knowledge, linguistic skills,
specialist projects or for the simple fact that
their own researchers are overbooked.

Nayantara Ghosh, Head of Ghosh
Professional Research, in Vienna started
her business as she found that there were
few "properly qualified" researchers in
Europe as a whole, particularly in Eastern
Europe. She previously worked as a
consultant for a leading international
executive search firm and says local search
firms use her services because, "they do not
have their own in-house researchers as it is
too expensive." In relation to the 'top'
executive search firms who have moved
into her area she adds: "I have built quite a
reputation and am well known in my area.
I deliver what the search firms need and
cost effectively. I am also just as quick as the
'big players' and more flexible."

Ms. Ghosh reinforced a viewpoint made
by a Director of a leading corporate
research company in France indicating that
most independent researchers in Europe
are "one person at a desk with a telephone
and a laptop." This does not imply that this
is not the case in other parts of the world,
but some see this as a disadvantage in
terms of the quality of a search.

Kirsty Young, Director at Armstrong
Craven, in Manchester, England explains
why: "There are a number of very good
one-man-band independent researchers

all…but it's a good jumping-off point - and
it's quick."

However, Jean-Phillippe Saint-Geours,
Managing Partner at Heidrick & Struggles'
Paris office, states that they do not use
independent researchers. He cited the main
reason for their integrated search process
was that Heidrick & Struggles prefer their
consultants to be 'home-grown': trained in-
house in line with company practices. He
added that most successful consultants
become partners. Keeping the search
process in-house allows them to be more
confident and familiar with their searches.
In terms of cost, he said, "the investments
were very important and we are
developing more and more". He agreed
with the sentiment that in the long run
having in-house research was more cost-
effective. "If you are doing it yourself - you
can control the costs."

On the other hand, Ms. Leonard believes
an in-house research operation can be
costly: "When you have internal research,
they will be employed on a full-time basis.
What they are paying for in terms of
research is fixed. A lot of companies bill my
fees to the client so they are not
responsible. There are no salaries and no
overheads." She continues: "A lot of my
clients like their researchers to be a third
party. In-house research capability is
limited to the size of the department and
they may not be able to handle large search
loads as they do not have the resources to
do so." Ms. Leonard also warned that a lot
of in-house researchers leave to set-up in
business on their own as they find that they
can make more money.

The total fee for the researcher is
variable, depending on the services
requested. In the US, independent
researchers tend to charge by the hour. In
the UK and Europe, they tend to charge a
daily rate. Customers may hope to bypass
the uncertainty of hourly rates by asking for
estimates, but researchers say that they are
little more than flat fees in disguise. "I
always charge daily rates," says Ms.
Silvester. " I think it's fatal to charge flat fees
on an assignment basis because you will
always underestimate the time and lose out

Executive Research: 

Nayantara Ghosh

who have opted to be 'independent'. The
two main reasons why Armstrong Craven,
as a fully resourced research company is
successful are: the quality of the
researchers we are able to attract to our
business and the sophistication of our in-
house technology resources which allow us
to undertake large-scale, international
searches very effectively, and especially
within notoriously competitive and fast
moving sectors such as technology and
consulting. Our clients want a research
partner that have in-house on-line
databases, press monitoring services, multi-
lingual research teams and specialist
researchers in certain markets. For
appropriate searches, Armstrong Craven
puts project teams together with two or
three researchers working on one
assignment with a designated Account
Manager leading the project."

Nevertheless, it appears that some of
these 'one-man-bands' in Europe opt out of
using databases altogether and do a "tailor-
made" or original research for each new
assignment. The implication is not that
databases aren't useful; they are. A number
of recruiters, particularly those who work at
large companies with sizeable databases
report that they are satisfied with the leads
that their file searches provide.

Researcher Joan Leonard of Tech Names
Inc. in Alamo, California, offers both
services. "The file search has been really
useful for a lot of clients, because it gets
them started," she says. "They know they're
probably going to do customized
research…it's not the be-all and end-

continued>

short notice, so the next stage is typically to
develop a long-term relationship with one
or two researchers. In this way, the
researchers get to know the firm's style and
requirements and can work almost as
internal members of the firm."

She also points out that the availibility is
usually the main reason companies
eventually bring their research process in-
house. "For a while there is a balance with
the use of independent researchers but
soon [search firms] find that they can't cope
easily and as fast as they want to, so in
order to solve the problem they decide to
bring it in-house."

By Jan Iverson-Pearson, search-consult

The Outsourceoption

Joan Leonard
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Success in today's competitive
business environment depends on
getting and keeping the most

talented employees. The executive search
firms that can help us achieve this are the
firms that we will select, and more
importantly, that we will keep coming
back to. In choosing a search firm to
handle a specific search, companies
typically look for expertise and judgment.
All things being equal, a third factor
usually comes into play - relationships.

Search firms are retained for their
knowledge and their contacts.
Regardless, of the level of internal
expertise a company may have, outside
recruiters are hired to seek candidates in
places where companies would not
consider looking or in areas they may not
have access to. Search consultants are
expected to have in depth knowledge of
specific industries and/or specific job
functions. This expertise is necessary in
order be able to quickly identify the best
available candidates for the positions
they are trying to fill. In today's executive
search business there is no time for on
the job training.

Companies often select firms based on
the expertise of specific recruiters within
the firm, rather than based on the firm's
overall reputation and capabilities. They
may want to retain a different firm based
on its expertise for each search the
company conducts. Often, however,
companies do not know who has the
expertise they need for a specific search,

The Client's
Point ofView

nor do they have the time or the ability to
make such determinations for each
individual search. As a result, a company
may enter into a broader relationship
with a search firm that has expertise in a
variety of areas. Not only does this
provide the advantage of only having to
go through the selection process once (or
at least only periodically), it also enables
the selected firm to become familiar with
the company and its culture. Lastly, this
approach usually provides the added
benefit of enabling the company to
negotiate better financial terms from the
retained firm. Assistance from the search
consultant in closing the deal or at least
not impeding it is also very important to
the client.

The best available candidates cannot
be identified in the abstract. This is
where judgement comes into play.
Companies are seeking executive
recruiters who can not only locate talent
but also match that talent to the specific
needs of management. Therefore, the
search consultant must understand, not
only the core competencies required for
the position, but also the culture of the
company where the individual will be
working. Most candidates fail not for lack
of qualifications, but because they are
unable to function successfully within the
corporate culture. This is where
relationships come in. If the recruiter has
worked with the company in the past,
that experience can prove invaluable in
speeding the search and in its ultimate

success. However, knowing the industry,
the position and the company are one
thing, but consultants should also be
responsive and adjust to the feedback
they receive from the clients as well.

Another factor that comes into play in
the selection process is trust. Companies
want recruiters who will treat their needs
as paramount. Practices such as parallel
processing, where a candidate is
presented to several companies at the
same time, tend to undermine that trust.
Similarly, expertise is of little value if too
many of the best candidates are off limits
due to relationships with other clients or
if the best candidates are sent to other
companies first.

The best recruiters enable us to hire the
best talent. Bad experiences between a
client and a consultant usually relate to a
breakdown of communications. I do not
feel that standards are slipping and from
my experience I believe the search firms I
use provide value. Search consultants
bring to the search, expertise about the
industry and the functions for which they
are recruiting. They also obtain a
thorough understanding of the company,
its culture, its needs, and what it has to
offer. This knowledge enables them to
complete searches with the speed
required for companies to compete in
today's economy. The recruiters who
bring these attributes to the table are the
ones that we will retain.

What Are We Searching for When Choosing a Search Firm?

By Lee E. Miller, Consultant, Advanced Human Resources Group Inc and Chair International
Association of Corporate and Professional Recruiters
By Lee E. Miller, Consultant, Advanced Human Resources Group Inc and Chair International
Association of Corporate and Professional Recruiters

and the client will know and you may be
doing months of work for free." She says if
a potential client insists on a flat fee, she
refuses to take on the assignment.

HTC Research in Martinez, California
specializes in quick-turnaround name
generation and represents a minority of
firms who charge flat fees. President Jesse
Hahn argues that his customers prefer to
know what they are spending up front, "I
believe we should charge for the work
we've done. If it takes us a week to get
those 20 names, then it's our loss. If it takes
us an hour to get 20 names, it's our gain."

So how do search firms choose and use a
researcher successfully? " In terms of
choosing a researcher, you would tend to
work with the one you know," says Ms.
Young. "As for looking for a new researcher,
then choose a research supplier on the
basis of recommendations and referrals, opt
to look for their qualifications. Are they truly
professional in their own right? How
experienced are they in the markets and in
industry sectors?"

Ms. Young also advises that search firms
request that their potential research
partners demonstrate their international
reach and experience "this can be done
without breaking any confidentiality or
causing any conflicts of interest". She adds:
"The quality of a researcher's database will
be confirmed by how researchers collate,
store and generally manage & present
information to their clients - we are often
asked to host our clients' databases on their
behalf."

Most independent researchers agree that
mutual respect and communication is the
key to a successful relationship. "Everyone
wants research 'now' and they do not want
it in a week but within a few days," says
Ms. Leonard. Taking into account the
increased speed at which searches take
place, it is crucial that search firms find a
researcher who is a good match for them,
both in industry expertise and personal
style. If a search firm can negotiate a
congenial working relationship with the
researcher, it may help to make them more
productive and successful then they have
ever been.

1. Engagement
Prior to engagement, the search and selection
firm (hereafter referred to as "the Firm") should
establish with the Independent Researcher
(hereafter referred to as "the Researcher") that
the industry sector and functional discipline of
the prospective Project is one they are capable of
covering. The Researcher should be prepared to
provide the Firm with a document detailing the
Research activities they offer together with a
personal profile (such as the profile contained
within the ERA Independents List) and
references, should this be requested by the Firm.
The Firm may ask the Researcher about the
research materials they have access to.
2. Trading Terms and Conditions
The Researcher is recommended to prepare a
document outlining their trading terms and
conditions. This document should include an
outline of their method of charging: per hour/per
diem/per project etc. It should also cover
payment terms and details of how expenses are
calculated and charged. It should also deal with
booking or mid-project cancellation.Researchers
are advised to seek professional advice when
drawing up terms and conditions of trading.
3. Briefing
It is recommended that a briefing appointment
be arranged between the firm and the
Researcher, either in the form of a face to face
meeting or on the telephone, where all factors
relating to the Project, both in terms of the work
required and issues such as timing, costs etc. can
be provisionally agreed in advance.
4. Timing
It is advised that, where possible in advance,
mutually agreed Research time limits for the
proposed Project should be discussed and
agreed between the firm and the Researcher. If
the Researcher subsequently is unable to keep
within these time limits, then they should advise
the firm accordingly as soon as possible.
5. Confirmation
In order to avoid any misunderstanding and to
establish a successful working relationship
between the Firm and the Researcher, it is
recommended that the Researcher provides the
firm with a written confirmation of the Research
Project in its entirety at the outset.
6. Maintaining Contact
It is important that regular contact is maintained
between the Firm and the Researcher in order to
ensure that the research requested is being
provided within the time scales that have been
mutually agreed and to avoid misunderstandings
in the event that the research should take longer
and therefore prove to be potentially more
expensive than originally anticipated. It is
therefore advisable for the Researcher to provide
the Firm with regular progress reports and the
format of these reports should be agreed with
the Firm in advance.

7. Results and Realism
It is important that the Firm and the Researcher
should establish between them what is expected
in terms of results. The Researcher should
ensure that the Firm understands that they will
research a particular market or functional sector
to the best of their ability within agreed time
scales but will not, however be able to
"guarantee" to provide a successful candidate.It
should be understood that the Firm is paying for
the Researcher's time and expertise and that
under normal circumstances, if the Research
Project is positioned correctly, the Researcher
should be capable of providing the Firm with a
suitable range of candidates for which to make a
successful selection.The onus is on both parties
to make sure that the parameters being searched
against are realistic and, if results are not
forthcoming, to re-assess and review the
situation.  Some Firms, who may not have had
previous experience of employing Independent
Researchers, may think their services will
"guarantee" a successful candidate. The
Researcher should make it clear whether or not
this is the service they are providing. The
normal understanding of Executive Research is a
service which aims to research a particular
market/functional sector to the best of the
Researcher's abilities and to provide results
commensurate with candidate skills and
availability in the market at any given time.
8. Dissatisfaction
If, at any time during the Research Project, the
Firm is unhappy with the research or service
being provided by the Researcher, they should
communicate this to the Researcher
immediately. It is recommended that the
research activity should stop at this point and
the Researcher's account be settled up to this
date.
9. Payment of Fees
Prompt payment of fees according to the
Researcher's trading terms and conditions is
always expected. Most Independents are sole
traders and are invariably working on a
maximum of one or two projects at any one time.
Prompt payment of fees can result in a number
of advantages for the Firm - i) The Researcher
will often give the Firm preferred client status
over and above their other clients.ii) T h e
Researcher may make themselves more readily
available for Research projects for the Firm in the
future.iii) The Firm may be better positioned to
negotiate preferential terms with the
Researcher.

The above guidelines have been drawn up by the Executive

Research Association in response to "member" and "user"

demand to help to achieve a successful working relationship

between the firm and the researcher. They are not legally

binding and are available for the purposes of guidance only.
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